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The Dirigo Pace at Scarborough Downs on July 4th equaled the 1:57.3 track record. In an exciting finish Governor K.C. and Francis Mahoney nips Stabilizer
x x x x x : w i t h Bruce Ranger aboard as Peter Blood and Broadway Premier make a rush at the rail. 3 c j « . j e
vt v v x a r a

M ILLION DOLLAR
HOLIDAY WEEK AT SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
gathering wagered $226,206 on the during the period, those being by

Super fast racing and perfect
Holiday
weather
conditions
provided the ideal ingredients for
yet another “ Million-Dollar Week”
at Scarborough Downs, where the
Mutuel Department continues to
rewrite the “Record Books” as the
halfway point of the long 1985 har
ness racing season approaches.
The busy Fourth of July holiday
period created a total Mutuel Handle
of $1,142,957, some $246,000 over last
years $896,314 over the sam e sevenprogram period. The high point of
the week cam e on Saturday night,
July 6th, when an overflow

15-race card. The second largest
handle cam e on Friday night, when
a healthy $172,049 was pushed over
the counters on the 13-race program.
The average wagered per-program
reached ?$163,279, far above last
years $128,644 average over the
sam e seven-programs.
The “ Million Dollar Week” was
enhanced by the sensational racing
activity, which was topped by the
Track Record-equaling 1:57.3 score
by Governor K.C. in the Dirigo Pace
on July 4th. Two other “ Sub-2:00
Minute Miles” were thrown in

H.R. Counsel, the first mare ever to
break the “ Magic Mile” barrier,
with a trip in 1:59.2, and Foxy Jac,
who stopped the Teletimer in 1:59.3
on Saturday night.
The
seven-program
period
produced no less than 23-miles timed
under 2:03, with Saturday nights
“ speed bonanza” providing seven of
those 23-speed shows over the all
new half mile surface. The new
banked oval has now produced nine
“ Sub-2:00 Minute” m iles this year,
with the grand total of Miracle Miles
(since 1979) now reading 24!

Among the Downs Drivers colony,
a “battle royal” has developed for
the top spots, right behind the
season-long leader Leigh Fitch.
Fitch is comfortably atop the
standings with 78 victories, with
Paul Battis and Kelly Case all even
for runner-up honors with 49 wins
each. The remainder of the current
Top 10 includes Freem an Parker
(46), Don Richards (37), John
Nason, Robert Sumner, and Greg
Bowden (all with 35 scores), Willis
Whittemore
(25),
and
Craig
Lem ieux (23).
By LLOYD JOHNSON

IM PORTANT DATES AND UPCOMING EVENTS
July 20 — Bearcat Pacing Final — $6,000 purse — Scarborough Downs.
July 21 — Invitational Pace $25,000 — Foxboro Raceway “ Spirit of Massachu
setts.”
July 24 — Maine Breeders Stakes — 2 yr. old trot & 2 yr. old colt pace — Bangor
Raceway.
July 24 — Treasure Chest Series — Purse $1,000 — Scarborough Downs.
July 25 — Showplace Pacing Final — $6,000 purse — Scarborough Downs.
Julv 25 — Maine Breeders Stakes — 3 yr. old trot & 2 yr. old filly pace — Bangor
Raceway.
July 26 — Bangor State Fair Opener — Bass Park — Bangor, Maine.
July 26 — Maine Breeders Stakes — 3 yr. old filly pace & 3 yr. old colt pace
Bangor Raceway.
July 27 — Mass. Sire Stakes — Groton Fairgrounds 12:00 noon.
July 28 — New Hampshire Sweepstakes “ Gold Cup” $50,000 purse — Hinsdale
Raceway.
July 28 - The Maine Event (Me. owned or bred) $5,000 — Scarborough Downs.
July 31 — Treasure Chest Series — $1,000 — Scarborough Downs
July 31 — New Hampshire Sire Stakes — two year olds — Hinsdale Raceway.
July 31 — Maine Breeders Stakes - 2 yr. old trot & pace Skowhegan Raceway.

Aug. 1 — New Hampshire Sire Stakes — three year olds — Hinsdale Raceway.
Aug. 1 — Maine Breeders Stakes — 3 yr. old trot 2 yr. old filly pace — Skowhegan
Raceway.
Aug. 1 — Hambletonian Oaks - 3 yr. old filly trot — $300,000 — The Meadowlands.
Aug. 2 — Maine Breeders Stakes - 3 yr. old filly pace & 3 yr. old colt pace —
Skowhegan Raceway.
Aug. 2 — Oliver Wendell Holmes - 3 yr. old colt pace — $300,000 - The
Meadowlands.
Aug. 3 — The Hambletonian $1 million Trot — The Meadowlands (Hinsdale wlil
simulcast complete program).
Aug. 4 — Scarborough Downs Trot — Purse $2,000 — Scarborough Downs.
Aug. 4 — Topsham Fair opens — Topsham, Maine.
Aug. 5 — Northern Maine Fair opener — Presque Isle.
Aug. 7 — Treasure Chest Series — Final $2,750. l lA mile — Scarborough Downs.
Aug. 8 — Maine Breeders Stakes — 2 yr. trot & 2 yr. colt and filly pace —
Northern Me. Fair.
Aug. 9 — Freshman Pace — $4,000 purse — Foxboro Raceway.
Aug. 9 — Maine Breeders Stakes — 3 yr. old trot & pace Northern Me. Fair.
Aug. 9 — Downeast Horse Congress — Lewiston Raceway (Fri.-Sat.-Sun.)
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Letters To The Editor

Harness Youth News
The
Harness
Horse
Youth
The Harness
Horse
Youth
Foundation has chosen two interns Foundation is a national, non-profit
for its 1985 Summer Internship organization whose goal is to inProgram. Katrina Jackson, a senior troduce, enlighten and educate
at Purdue University planning on young people to all facets of harness
going into veterinary medicine, will racing. The Summer Internship
work out of her home in Flemington, program is just one of several
New Jersey, Tim Ober, a senior at m eans by which the Foundation
Dartmouth College also planning on m eets this goal. The Foundation
a career in veterinary medicine, assists young people who are
lives in Norfolk, Massachusetts, and committed to harness racing related
will work out of the Youth Foun- careers with scholarship grants for
dation’s headquarters in Columbus, post-secondary
education.
The
Ohio.
Foundation
also
sponsors
inThe two will be helping to organize troductory camps for young people
the Youth Camps sponsored by the ages nine through nineteen which
Foundation at racetracks, fairs, and allow them to learn about harness
farm s in the mid-west and east, racing through “ hands-on” exThey will also be dividing the perience with standardbreds. Also
responsibility for other program s supported in part by HHYF is a
sponsored by the Foundation. Standardbred
Yearling
Project
Katrina will complete the College which gives young people exStandardbred Course and Program perience in caring for a stanGuide, which will consist of a dardbred yearling. The main source
comprehensive list of all U.S. of funding for the HHYF programs
colieges with Standardbred related is its annual Stallion Service Auction
courses and programs. Tim will in which donated stallion services
work on a media kit for the Foun- are awarded to the highest bidder,
dation, and will also help to oversee This sum m er’s interns will gain
the 4-H Standardbred Project co- valuable insight into many aspecfs
sponsored by the Youth Foundation harness racing through their worx
and Ohio 4-H.
with the Foundation.

Race Against M/S
Scarborough Downs sponsored a the day that entitled them to free
“ Race Against M.S. benefit for the admission to the new Downs Club,
Multiple Sclerosis Society of Maine free programs, and a Champagne
On Sunday, June 23rd which raised
nearly $5,000 inCorporate R ace brunch. Sponsors included Guy
Sponsorships.
Gannet
Publishing .Com pany,
Coporate Sponsors foreach race Shaws Supermarket chain, WGAN
were given special VIP passes for radio and Boise Cascade.
The Northeast Harness News is published monthly for $10.00 per year by Jean B.
Emerson RFD No. 3, Box 359 Boom Rd., Saco, Maine 04072. Second class postage
pending at Biddeford, Maine. Postmaster send address changes to Northeast
Harness News RFD No. 3 Box 359 Boom Rd. Saco, Maine 04072.

Dear Editor:
The original Sire Stake concept
sparked new interest in the sport,
however, in many states these
programs now do more harm than
good. Land, vets, caretakers and
breeders are present in sufficient
numbers to fill the ever-expanding
need, but good stallions are not.
Naturaliy it’s the smaller, poorer
programs
like
those
in
M assachusetts and Maine that wind
up standing those horses with
glaring faults, be they of body,
blood, class or speed.
Take a good look at the stallions
standing in New England: what they
did, when they did it and against
whom. Most can be dism issed with
one glance. The rest embody a
variety of flaws, coming up empty at
two and three only to mature late
and pick up some money and a fast
mark at the Meadowlands, being a
common one; winning good money
at restricted stakes and getting
blown away in open races is another.
(The fact is that no pacing stallion in
M assachusetts holds a 2:00 race
mark at age two, and not one 2:10
two year-old trotter cam e out of the
M assachusetts program in 1984).
The $400,000 allotted to the
program is just enough to do a lot of
harm. It would take many tim es that
amount to bring good stallions and
(To Staff Writer)
Dear Bob:
Thank you very kindly for sending
me The Northeast Harness News
with your writings in it about The
Kite Track and also the other item s
that were enclosed.
Alot of the older horsemen will
appreciate the article and the
younger ones will like it too.
Best regards,
Delvin Miller

m ares into the state.
As for Northeast Harness News:
Do you ever have second thoughts
about promoting some of the socalled stallions advertised in your
paper? Does being moderately wellbred cancel out the most grievous
sins of the racetrack? Is making
New England a refuge for the un
sound, weak-willed, slow brothers of
this one and that one a healthy ap
proach to improving the breed? Just
how thin can you spread the jam
before you can’t taste it anymore?
The get of some promising young
stallions from New York, New
Jersey and Pennsylvania presently
get lost in the rush for top sire stake
money in those states. The tiny open
Invitational program in Mass,
brings some of them into the state. It
should be expanded. Allocating
more money for that facet of the
program would be a step in the right
direction. The truth is that the table
scraps from New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania and Kentucky top the
best New England has to offer.
Why must every state that has
harness racing have a restricted
stakes program? We’re breeding too
many bad horses and destroying the
sport in the name of parochialism,
jobs and agriculture.
Sincerely,
Joe FitzGerald
E d ito r ’s N o te :
T h e v ie w s e x p r e s s e d a b o v e a re th o s e
o f th e w r ite r . I t is h o p e d th a t th e r e
w ill b e s o m e re sp o n se e x p re ssin g a
v a r ie ty o f o p in io n s f r o m th o s e in vo lv e d in th e in d u s tr y . _____________

I love the horse from h oof to head,
From head to h oof and tail to mane;
I love the horse , as I have said,
From head to h o o f and back again.
_________________________-JA M E S WHITCOMB RILEY
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Change Of Address Form

;Your Name:

-

Old Address:
City:_______
New Address:
City:______
Please notify

Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, Boom Rd. Saco, Maine 04072.

It’s Subscription Time....
► Don’t Miss A Single Issue!

RORJHEAST HARNESS NEWS
For those interested in the Standardbred sport in New England! To facilitate efficiency
initial subscriptions and renewals will be accepted im m ediately on a once yearly basis.
Save Over Single Copy Issue!
Make Checks Payable To: Northeast Harness News

$10.00 per year
New_________Renew

Print Mailing Address

CHECK NUMBER:_______
NAME:

STANDARDBRED HORSESHOEING
COAST TO COAST

____________________ CHECK DATE:_______

ADDRESS:_______________________________________ __ ____________________________
______________________________________________________________ __ Z I P .___________
J letu rn t o J e a n Jhnerson^ EdUorJlemnJM u^Saco, Me. 04072

ERNEST S LOWELL
(207) 282-3131

85 TEMPLE ST.
SACO, ME. 04072
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Sandy Brook Farm
Offers Privately

YEARLINGS FOR SALE

Yearlings enjoy the lush pasture at Sandy Brook Farm. The entire crop will be available to discerning buyers
who realize the importance of proper nutrition and daily care in the preparation of future racing stock.

C O LTS -

Fillies-Maine & N.E.S.C. Eligible

M AINE A N D N.E.S.C. ELIG IB LE

C IN D Y S REBEL

BRETS BEST BET

(Rebel Bret — De Leon Cindy)

(Rebel Bret — Bouncing Bet)

This big bay colt is a true Bret Hanover type, and is
out of a well known producer of two year old speed.
He has the size and bone to withstand the rigors of
early training.

This black filly has an extremely good, maternal
family. The grandam, Dancing Lady, is a proven
producer of early speed. With Knight Dream on the
top side, there’s little left to be desired.

MARYS DATE

LEAPIN LIZZIE

(Mandate — Mary G. Butler)

(Rebel Bret — White Oasis)

This striking bay colt is out of a Butler’s Dream mare
and by a stallion with a half mile mark of 1:59 and
earnings o f $235,808. G ood size and perfect con
formation. Second foal — first colt of die dam.

This chestnut filly has unbelieveable maturity. She is
out of a Mountain Skipper mare with a two year old
record. Her third dam is Jicky Abbe. She is truly an
outstanding specimen. First foal of the dam.

K.J.’S REBEL

CARELESS BLITZ

(Rebel Bret - K.J.K.)

(Blitzen-Careless Mold)

This chestnut colt com bines Bret Hanover, Meadow
Skipper, G ood Time and Knight Dream within the
first two generations. A sharp looker with a good
disposition. First foal of the dam.

This classy black filly is a half sister to Gaelic Caress,
top two year old trotting filly in the Maine Stakes last
year. G ood conform ation and fluid gait mark this as
an exceptional choice.
(N.H. & N.E.S.C. ELIG IB LE)

Take Your Choice! (Terms Available)
Cali: 207-282-9295 If Interested
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The Maine Circuit

A ttention
H orsem en!
Mark Your Calendar Now For The

FIRST
ANNUAL
BREEDERS
SALE

French Major (Silent Majority-Best of the Best) owned by the Chows of Presque
Isle, Maine, broke the track record for pacers recently at Bangor Raceway when
he toured the oval in 2:00.4 for Dave Ingraham.
By LEE ALLEN
Following are the pacers with Al-Var
Valerie’s Beano, Stonegate Consort, speed ratings of 102 or higher, for a winDon Richards and Phil Casanova were nmgtrip, duringJune:
the big names on the Maine Circuit during
TheTop 10 Ratings
the Month of June.
Stabilizer, B.Ranger
124
Valerie’s Beano earned Al-Var Pacer The Andover Story, D.Richards
121
of the Month honors as the only pacer to Trusty Star, K.Case
119
have four winning trips with speed rat- Armbro Blaze, F.Parker
118
ings over 100.
Trusty Star, K.Case
116
Stonegate Consort, who set a new all- Armbro Blaze, F.Parker
115
time trotting mark for the State of Maine, Il Superbo, P.Bresciani
115
out-pointed Star Of Lov and Summer Luck’s Lazy Lady, C.S.Smith
112
Duke for for Al-Var Trotter of the Month. Sharlu’s Lady Star, C.Lemieux
111
Richards had an outstanding June to Hoyt Lobell. L.Fitch
111
earn Al-Var Driver of the Month laurels Generality, L.Fitch
111
while Casanova outdistanced the trainers
□ □ □ □
to come up with Al-Var Trainer of the Heasan, D.Watson
110
Month.
Foxy Jac, J.Ray
109
Displaying super consistency, Vale- Icemaker, J.LaChance
108
rie’s Beano posted speed ratings of 106, J.C.’s Tarpon Star, D.Goodblood
108
106, 105 and 105 for the month. Sharlu’s Swanzey Gus, F.Parker
108
Lady Star was close behind with three Keat’s Colt, R.Sumner
107
winning trips in magic figures. ™
~ R.Sumner
She Game L.S.,
107
reachec 111, 105 and 102
107
Pine Bud Kash, J.Nason
107
107
107
toy
There are sixty consignments at the present time. and driven by Dave Ingraham.
Westridge Tony, P. Murchison
107
Stonegate Consort set a new record for Happy Almahursl.
107
Almahurst, D.Richards
Entries will be taken until July 15th for the main trotters
in Maine with a 2:01.4 win at Power Passer, G.Deletetsky
106
Downs June 30. With Leigh Valerie’s Beano, D.Ingraham
106
catalogue and supplement entries until August 15th Scarborough
Fitch filling in for Dana Swett, Stonegate Pat Time, S.Bard
106
Consort knocked a fifth of a second off the Valerie’s Beano. D.Ingraham
106
for the supplement listing.
Scarborough track record which was held Chadour, L.Fitch
105
jointly by Bee Sting and Fairfield County. Sharlu’s Lady Star, C.Lemieux
105
Swett, who owns Stonegate Consort Valerie’s Beano, D.Ingraham
105
along with his wife Linda, required Overkiss. C.Lemieux
105
105
105
responded...... .......... ..........__________ __________ _
104
of Maine record.
Gaelic Admiral, L.Fitch
104
Stonegate Consort, Star Of Lov and Phantom Sail. R.Bartlett
104
Summer Duke each had two winning trips War Bachelor, K.Case
104
with Al-Var speed ratings over 80. Stone- Heasan, D.Watson
103
gate Consort earned Al-Var Trotter of the Crane Hill Italia, D.Richards
Month honors with the highest ratings. Game L.S., R.Sumner
103
His marks were 104 and 99. Star Of Lov H.R. Counsel. G.Hall Jr.
103
Catalogues will be available on request, just mail in had
100 and 90. Summer Duke posted 86 Don Borg, K.Switzer
103
the form below.
and 81.
Red Gent, W.Whittemore
103
Richards
had
10
drives
in
magic
figKawartha
Irish,
R.Sumner
103
Jn viin rt T nnn t i n m onV vnrl OA At* Ka H av. /^i
_ l •_
n:
,ures during
June. He reached 80 or better Crane TTlll
Hill Ti.
Italia,
D.Richards
103
with trotters four times, and 100 or higher Sly Hal. R.Bartlett
103
■withpacers six times. Fitch, Bob Sumner Belle Call. C.Lemieux
103
sale catalogues to
Please send
land Kelly Case tied for second, each with Our Burner, D.Watson
103
Iseven drives in magic figures.
103
Swanzey Gus, F.Parker
nc
, Casonova-trained’ horses
reached Swanzey Flip, F.Parker
102
TelName:
magic figures seven times in June. Craig Sharlu’s Lady Star, C.Lemieux
102
jLemieux was runnerup with five. Gerry MannartD. Frank, R.Bartlett
102
.Smith, Elmer Ballard and Warren Strout T.C. Kash, K.Case
102
Zipu
. each had four.
Bay Country, P.Battis
Address:
102
The top individual pacing perfor- FastPein P.Battis
102
imance was turned in by Stabilizer on Mr. Mel. R.Sumner
102
_|June 16 at Scarborough Downs. The six- Icemaker. J.Nason
102
year-old son of B.G.’s Bunny won in 2:00.2 Following are the trotters with Al-Var
over an “off” track. The variant was 18, speed ratings of 80 or higher, for a win
giving Stabilizer an Al-Var speed rating mngtrip, during June:
For Further Information or Entry Blanks
of 124, tying his own season's record in Stonegate Consort, L.Fitch
104
Contact: Marilyn Branagan
Maine.
Star Of Lov, D.Richards
100
The 124 speed rating projects to a Stonegate Consort, D.Swett
99
1:57.4 mile, so the Scraborougn track re- Long Hill Speedy, P.Battis
92
RFD 2, Box 850
Greene, Me. 04236
cord of 1:57.3 (Ideal Wilco) is within Sta- Star Of Lov, D.Richards
90
bilizer’s reach.
Summer Duke, D.Richards
86
Stabilizer is owned by Alan andGary Burning Bob M., D.Ingraham
83
207-946-5628
Armstrong of Windham, N.H. Alan is the Easter Cargo, R.Smitn
82
trainer. Bruce Ranger drove him to
his I. Hawk, K.Case
82
two wins at Scarborough.
Summer Duke, D.Richards
81

Presented By The

Maine Standardbred
Breeders and
Owners Association

Sept. 7, 1985
10:30 A.M.
Scarborough Downs

Consign Now!

Broodmares, yearlings, weanlings, twoand three-year-old slakes eligible fillies
and colts.

2:00 Miles In Maine
Date
7/31/36
7/31/36
7/31/36
7/27/39
7/27/39
7/18/41
7/24/41
7/24/41
7/25/42
7/25/42
7/31/44
8/04/44
6/14/69
10/04/74
7/04/81
9/06/81
8/15/82
9/05/82
9/06/82
9/25/82
6/12/83
6/26/83
7/04/83
9/04/83
9/04/83
9/05/83
4/15/84
6/03/84
6/09/84
7/04/84
8/05/84
8/12/84
8/17/84
8/18/84
8/31/84
9/02/84
9/02/84
10/08/84
10/13/84
10/21/84
11/04/84
4/21/85
5/04/85
5/12/85
6/02/85
6/02/85
6/09/85
6/29/85
7/04/85
7/06/85
7/06/85
7/14/85

Track
OOBm
OOBm
OOBm
OOBm
OOBm
OOBm
OOBm
OOBm
OOBm
OOBm
OOBm
OOBm
SCARm
FRYBGh
SCARh
SCARh
SCARh
SCARh
WINDh
SCARh
SCARh
SCARh
SCARh
SCARh
SCARh
WINDh
LEWh
SCARh
SCARh
SCARh
SCARh
SCARh
SKOWh
SKOWh
WINDh
SCARh
SCARh
FRYBGh
LEWh
LEWh
LEWh
LEWh
LEWh
SCARh
SCARh
SCARh
SCARh
SCARh
SCARh
SCARh
SCARh
SCARh

Time
p,l:58’3/4
p,2:00
p,l:59
p,2:00
t,l:57’l/2tt
p,2:00’
t,l:58’3/4
t ,l:59
p,l:59’3/4
p,2:00
t,2:00
p,2:00
p,l:59’4
p,l:59’4tt
p,l:59’4
p,l:58’4
p,l:59’3
p,l:58’4
p ,l:59
p,1:591
p,l:59’3
p ,l:59
p,1:591
p,l:59’2
p,l:57’3
p,l:58’3
p,l:59’4
p,l:59’4
p,2:00
p,l:59’3
p,1:59
p,l:59’3
p,2:00
p,2:00
p,l:59’3
p,l:59’2
p,l:58’2
p,l:59’3
p,2:00
p,l:59’3
p,l:59’3
p,l:58’4
p,1:591
p,l:59’3
p,1:591
p,l:58’3
p,l:59
p,l:59’3
p,l:57’3
p,l:59’3
p,l:59’2
p,l:59’4

Horse

Driver
Cardinal Prince, 6
(Septimus Palin)
Dillon Hall. 4
(Victor Fleming)
Dominion Grattan, 6
(Thomas Berry)
Blackstone, 3
(Hugh Parshall)
Greyhound, 7
(Septimus Palin)
Forbes Direct, 10
(James Jordan)
Nibble Hanover, 5
(Harry Whitney)
Nibble Hanover, 5
(Harry Whitney)
His Honor, 7
(Jphn Hartman)
My Birthday, 8
(John Simpson)
Scotland’s Comet, 5
(Frank Ervin)
Carty Nagle, 10
(Thomas Berry)
Amortizer Direct, 5
(Rufin Barrieau)
Mountain Skipper, 6
(John Nason)
The Andover Story, 4
(Donald Richards)
My Bill Forwood, 4
(Donald Dancer)
Big Hugh, 7
(Walter Case Jr.)
My Bill Forwood, 5
(Freeman Parker)
Cheviot, 9
(Russell Wing Jr)
Clipper’s Seelster, 4
(Willard Carr)
The Andover Story, 6
(Donald Richards)
Jovial Fella, 5
(Leigh Fitch)
Cheviot, 10
(Bruce Ranger)
Ryal Eagle, 4
(Freeman Parker)
Ideal Wilco, 4
(Rene Poulin)
Cheviot, 10
(Bruce Ranger)
Armbro Blaze, 4
(Freeman Parker)
Broadway Premier, 4
(Peter Blood)
Best Chris, 5,
(Leigh Fitch)
Stabilizer, 5
(Arthur Maclnnis)
Big Hugh 9
(John Nason)
Broadway Premier, 4
(Peter Blood)
Trusty Blaze, 3
(Ruel Goodblood Jr)
Staunch Avenger, 5
(Bruce Ranger)
Trusty Star, 3
(Kelly Case)
Aurora Borealis, 4
(Francis Mahoney, Jr)
Truman, 6
(William Bresnahan)
Broadway Premier, 4
(Peter Blood)
Trusty Star, 3
(Ruel Goodblood Jr)
Trusty Blaze, 3
(Walter Case Jr)
Trusty Star, 3
(Ruel Goodblood Jr)
Most Happy Rod, 4
(Donald Richards)
Stabilizer, 6
(Arthur Maclnnis)
Governor K.C., 4
(Francis Mahoney Jr.)
Armbro Blaze, 5
(Freeman Parker)
The Andover Story, 5
(Don Richards)
Trusty Star, 4
(Kelly Case)
Trusty Star, 4
(Kelly Case)
Governor K.C., 4
(Francis Mahoney Jr.)
Foxy Jac, 4
(James Ray)
H.R. Counsel. 6
(George Hall Jr.)
The Andover Story, 5
(Don Richards)
Additions Will Be Welcome!)
■••(Please Excuse Omissions Or Errors

The Andover Story and driver Don Richards annexed the ninth
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Handicapping Hints

Everyone wants to be a winner.
The following “tips” are offered to
try and help you increase your
percentage of winning selections
and, ultimately your enjoyment of
harness racing.
•The best handicapping is done by
people who make an objective
analysis of facts presented in the
past performance programs.
•Check the horses’ actual tim es
for previous races. The program
lists tim es forall recent races. Run
down the list and get an idea of just
about how fast each horse can cover
the mile. Also check the fractions of
earlier miles in your program. Look
for a horse who has recently
demonstrated its readiness to
produce speed in the stretch. (Any
horse that can pace or trot a quarter
m ile in 30 seconds or less has very
good speed.) Remember, however,
that horses can go deceptively faster
in races where a tremendous early
pace was set by some other horse.
You’ll be pleasantly surprised how
many tim es this check will produce
a winner.
•Most
knowledgeable
han
dicappers are concerned with
current form only and are inclined to
disregard a horse’s races farther
back than four or five starts.
However, you shouldn’t overlook a
powerful race far back in the past
performances, because it indicates
potential form and a horse could
return to it.
•Check past performaces for
sm all “o’s ” indicating that the horse
was “parked out,” or caught outside
other horses and couldn’t get to the
rail. A horse parked on the outside
might travel 30 or more feet further
in a mile race than a horse on the
rail.
•Don’t overlook the advantage of
inside post positions, which are the
luck of the draw and are generally
most favorable, although through
the years the number five and four
post positions have proved the
winningest.
•All other things being equal, a
good 4-, 5- or 6-year-old has an edge
on horses younger or older. When 2and 3-year-olds race against each
other, colts usually have an edge on
fillies.
•Always look for a horse that is
dropping in class. A horse that had
been racing in $4,000 company and is
dropped to $3,000 can be expected to
show improvement.
•Look for a horse who improved
his racing position by at least three
places somewhere in the m ile of its
most recent outings.
•Look for drivers with high
“batting averages,” that are listed
in the program. Note that not all
good drivers have good horses, nor
do all of them make a lot of starts.
Thus , a mere listing of the number
of races won may not tell the whole
story. The averages generally do.
Try to spot a horse with a winning
average of 10 percent or better.
•A “ show” parlay may give you
continuous action and a large end
return for a minimum investm ent. It
works like this: You bet a horse to
finish third or better, then put all
your winnings back on another or
several others in subsequent races
to finish third or better.
•P lease note that the crowd
wagering favorite will win ap
proximately 38 percent of its races
and the sam e horse will finish “on1985 - 2:00 mile at Scarborough Downs on Jely 14th. the-board” 70 percent of the tim e.
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Harness Racing At The
NORTHERN MAINE FAIR
Open In vitation al P ace for $3000
In vitation als For $2000. Each
2 & 3 Y ear Old P acers

v.

Open In vitation al T rot For *3000
Maine Sires Stakes
50 C o o le rs T o Be G iven A w ay
Mini in u in P u rse $650.
P a r ty !
P a r ty !
P a r ty !
A ugust 7 , 1985 A t Spruce H aven

M onday T h rou gh S a tu rd a y

Driver/Trainer Profile

By BOB LOWELL

A ugust 5 -1 0 , 1985
Francis Inman is a horsem an’s
horseman. In over thirty years in the
business, Inman has gained a
reputation for developing welltrained, well-mannered and wellgroomed harness horses.
A native of Kilburg, New Brun
swick, Canada, hailing from the
sam e Province as Hall of Fam er,
Earl Avery. Inman has campaigned
over the years at Rockingham,
Foxboro and Suffolk Downs in New
England, as well as Rosecroft and
Laurel, now known as Freestate
Raceway in Maryland.
Maybe his favorite horse over the
years has been Mountain View, a
fast, tough pacer by White Mountain
Boy who Inman raced very suc
cessfully in the deep waters of the
Atlantic Seaboard Series. The
Seaboard series was for non-winners
of $35,000 the previous season and
twenty years ago that meant going
against the best invitational pacers
on the East Coast.
Veterans will tell you they
remember Inman coming down
from Aroostook to train at Gorham
in the Spring with a host of good
colts. There were names like Peppy
Hal. Bob Lee Boy, Randy Scot,
Squire Dean, Borderview Bob and „
Robert. He brought several of his top
performers for owners Walter Davis
and Jud DeWitt of Houlton.
Inman takes pride in the ap
pearance of his stable that is neat as
a pin, with the equipment spotless.
As the trainer for the Los Gatos
Stable,
he
has
the
trotter
Frankenshaw, plus a two year old by
Bib League Star, and the veteran
campaigner W.D. Butler, a recent
winner at the Downs.
Inman, who drove his first race at
the Northern Maine Fair at Presque
Isle, now resides in New Gloucester,
Maine with his wife Eva. They incidently celebrated their 35th
wedding anniversary last month.
; And t£ a t/s(th e ,w ^ 7 t ’i$vbvthe Nor' thfeast. ‘

Q-Review

Personality Profile/David Coombs
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Five qualifiers went postward on
By K.C. JOHNSON
Saturday morning, July 13, at
One of the least noticed yet most patrons are as comfortable as Scarborough Downs, with several
integral people currently employed possible by facilitating their orders im pressive performances turned in
at Scarborough Downs is Downs and seating them per reservation.
by the entrants along with an
Coombs is much more than just unusually high qualifying ratio.
Club m aitre’d David Coombs. It is
he who ensures that the new 2.5 Scarborough’s m aitre’d, however.
The first race was a combined trot
million dollar clubhouse runs ef He has acted both on the amateur and pace, and, true to handicapping
and professional circuits, as well as law s, the pacer, Windsock Flyer,
ficiently.
Born in Portland, Coombs at doing some television com m ercials, em erged victorious, though only
tended the University of Southern modeling, and singing. He has after a tough battle with trotter
Maine and then received his m asters worked in shows put on by both the Bradley Pond Julie. Windsock
degree at Pepperdine University in Portland Players and the Portland Flyer, driven by Bruce McGhee,
California. He spent twenty years as Lyric Theater. Coombs is also a was on the outside for the entire
a junior high school teacher, moving physical fitness follower, training in m ile, as Bradley Pond Julie refused
to South Portland in 1980, when he the weight room three to five days a to give up the lead and driver
becam e a novice waiter at the week.
McGhee opted not to take the garden
Downs. He has since been promoted
So,
the next time you have dinnerposition. Through the stretch,
to m aitre’d.
at the Downs Club, rem ember that however, Windsock Flyer just had
Coombs’ main job is managing the the m aitre’d is more than just the too much pace and he got up by a
manager.
David half-length, with Bradley Pond Julie
vast Downs dining room, which he dining room
does expertly. Beyond this he does Coombs truly is a multi-talented a strong second in the 2:08.3 mile.
his best to make sure that Downs person who enjoys his work.
The second race was a qualifier
for two- and three-year-olds. The
very convincing winner was Kriska,
driven by master trainer Gordon
Corey. Kriska was never touched
and won gate-to-wire in 2:09.2. Regal
Crown and Honey’s Banke were
even in the mile, while Don
Richards’ Big Shot Willie made a

By K.C. JOHNSON

break at the half.
The third was won im pressively
by Beau By Pat and driver Asa
Cooper. Given a fine drive, Beau By
P at broke sixth pulled at the half,
and paced away late to win in 2:09.2.
Shadydale Go and Dom Watson were
strong in second, while former
winners-over pacers Windsock Surf
and Beau Jac were not factors in the
mile.
The fourth was the fastest race of
the day, as Don Richards and
Mannart Overdrive won quite easily
in 2:04.2. Case Dism issed avoided
the break and finished second, while
Azimuth wound up third via a big
three-wide move at the top of the
stretch.
The fifth was no contest, as
Heasan, a two-minute pacer this
m eet at the Downs, won easily.
Heasan cut the mile and was never
touched by driver Dom Watson.
Heritage Tara was the only one who
could stay close, and she finished
second in the 2:06.2 mile.
Qualifying races are held every
Wednesday and Saturday mornings
at 10:30 a.m. at Scarborough Downs,
all are w elcom e!

The World Of Trotting

David Coombs, Scarborough Downs m aitre’d surveys the clubhouse scene.

After loggin m iles numbered in
thousands, passing the Prim e
Meridian in Greenwich, finally
stopping five hours ahead of Eastern
Standard time, settling in the low
countries, in Flanders near rows of
neat brick houses surrounded by
fam ily plots of garden vegetables
separated by lanky European elm s.
If there is a place to escape, to set
personal affairs in order, and leave
the hectic pace of harness racing
behind, Haacht, Belgium suits just
fine.
But racing trotters is too universal
to leave behind.
Across a single strand of fence,
adjacent to “our” backyard, bet
ween the rabbit pen and the chickory
field the neighbor farmer passes the
mornings jogging ins trotter.
No escape. Pierre Verlinden was
happy to stop and talk. Proud of his
horse. That particular trotter ear
ned 16 wins in 26 starts and raced for
about $1,500 a start at Oostend, along
the Belgian coast. More important,
Verlinden was fluent in the. world
language of racing. He discussed
bloodlines and his eyes lit at the
mention of Speedy
Crown and
Florida Pro. His trotter traced many
generations
back
before
indentifying some American blood, he
more accurately represented a
French cross on local Belgian stock.
Later Verlinden brought out a
younger
trotter,
still
green.
Europeans are not yet convinced

B y ANTHONY J. A L IB E R T I

that racing should be grueling heats
for colts. But Verlinden was aware
of the dominace of the Swedes on
American Grand Circuit and the
dominance of French bred trotters
in international events. Verlinden
said he was just a farm er working
his pair, as happy as a local trainer
from Maine jogging on the beach.
Three kilometers down the road in
Boodmeerbeck is a second half m ile
track. This one was headquarters to
George Martens, the last Belgian
representative in the World Driving
Championship. There, like any other
major training center, there were
tens of horses, all trotters.
Clearly, there is something en
dem ic and natural working with
standardbreds, a feeling which
transends national borders and
separation
between
continents.
There is the sam e sweat after a jog
and the sam e dirt on the track.
Belgians love horses, and work them
more often in the fields than
American counterparts. Gambling
is a recreation supported not only by
tracks, but off track outlets are
available throughout the country.
There is just no escape, within
sight all around the world is a man
willing to lean on a fence post and
talk racing, you just have to be on
the lookout, or be lucky enough to
find relatives whose backyard just
happens to abut the local half-mile
training ti ack.

THE DUPUIS FARM
Offers For Sale

Stakes Eligible Yearling Colt

REBEL’S SURPRISE

(Rebel Bret — Outa The Blue)
Excellent maternal family. Second foal of the dam...first foal
won as a two year old in 2:11. This colt has the conformation,
size and disposition desired for juvenile racing.

Contact: Lynn-Marie Smith
* ^ 207-284-4726 For Additional Information
1C
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Pierre Verliiiden of Haacht, Belgium stops his trotter to chat about harness racing
with the vacationing staff writer of Northeast Harness News.
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1985 MAINE STANDARDB

FIRST WEEK -

TWO YEAH OLD TROTH
SWEET ROSIE Q ^Watchful-Polly Flinders),

TWO YEAR OLD FILLY PACE
STEPHANIE DIRECT (Stephan O-B. Direct Duncan)

TWO YEAR OLD COLT PACE
FIRECRACKER GEORGE (Skipper Knox-Lisa Barmin)|

TWO YEAR OLD COLT PACE I
B.B.’S HERITAGE (Mr. Suffolk-Heritage Cindy)]

SCA

No matter the pacing speed, the
first week of the Maine stakes
belonged to Watchful trotters.
Justine DiBiaso’s Sweet Rosie O,
Watchful-Polly Flinders, moved to
the top early and with Leigh Fitch
driving and never looked back. The
two year old Filly crossed the wire
unchallenged in 2:14.4. The next day
Loring Norton started three Wat
chful trotters. They swept across the
wire first second and fourth,
Champagne Rain edged Hurricane
Jeffrey for show. Mike Graffam
team ed his namesake Hurricane
Mike, Watchful-Beth Hill, while
Loring Norton piloted Hurricane
Peach to a fast closing finish. The
m ile was timed in 2:09.3.
Among the pacers longshots
prevailed.
Firecracker
George,
Skipper Knox-Lisa Barmin, with
C.S. Smith driving for George
Goodblood earned a 2:05.4 win with
Maine Starskipper sweeping down
the lane to finish second. The four
Skipper Knox two year olds finished
1-2-3-5. In the second division Dr.
Germain Binette’s B.B.‘ Heritage,
Mr. Suffolk-Heritage Cindy, moved
late in the mile to brush past his field
in 2:06.4. Freeman Parker piloted
the colt.

TOTAL TWO & THREE YEAl
PROGRAMMED TO RACE (WEEK 0
Sire
$ EARNINGS
BEST JEFFREY
468
266
Honey’s Best
202
Pretty Independent
201
BIG LEAGUE STAR
201
Classy Burt
514
COLEMAN
514
Flora Ridgecrest
890
D AND F
890
Shanalou Frost
168
DEAN GAMBLE
168
Missey’s Gambler
Race Me Richard
0
0
IAN HENRY
Ian’s Holly
0
JOB
247
Clovers Leaf
247
Get A Job
0
LORD VICAR
400
Lady Suelee
400
MOUNTAIN E.P.
0
Just Lexi J
0
MOUNTAIN EXEC.
300
Champagne Rain
300
MR. SUFFOLK
1810
B.B.’s Heritage
1326
Romie’s Pet
484
NEVELLE PILOT
3890
Gaelic Admiral
2019
Gaelic Brogue
890
Gaelic Nevele
663
P.B.’s Pilot
318
Gaelic Nemesis
0
NEVERSINK
125
125
Never Get Rich
451
RICCI BOLD PAYSTER
Gaelic Tabitha
285
166
T.C.’s Sizzle
Gaelic Vison
0

CORRECTION TO THE THREE-YEAR
3-year-old, Romie’s Trudy, owned by ®
be added to the 3-year-old Filly Pace.T

RED BREEDERS STAKES
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IRBOROUGH DOWNS
The 10 two-year-old fillies chased
Stephanie Direct Bob N adeau’s
Stephen O-B. Direct Duncan filly.
She led from wire to wire in 2:08.1
while other contend§r& were lost in
the shuffle. Jolo Linda finished
second, odds on favorite M.K.’s
Dream broke several tim es in the
mile and finished last.
The three year old fillies raced in
two divisions with Amber Pace, a
daughter of Skipper Gene Marx,
cutting the 2:04.1 mile with quarters
in 31.1-1:02.4-1:33.2 for driver Leigh
Fitch. Shanalou Frost closed to be
second with Deerful third/
The
second filly division proved a slower
field after the favorite Gaelic
N em esis jumped and Hollyhock
Emerald, a Skipper Glenn-V.I.H.
distaffer, took command for the mile
in 2:06.1 followed by Gaelic Brogue
and Swanzey Holly.
The three year old colts, perhaps
the fastest group ever, settled for a
m ile in 2:03.1 by Gaelic Admiral,
after a jump by Trusty Wise Guy,
who finished second with R om ie’s
Pet third. This division should
eventually settle down with Trusty
Potentate and Classy Burt forcing
faster miles in the upcoming m iles
at Bangor and Skowhegan.

(THREE YEAR OLD T R O T H H
HURRICANE MIKE (Watchful-Beth Hill)

TH REE YEAR OLD F I L L Y P A C E M B i
HOLLYHOCK EM ERALD (Skipper Glenn-V.I.H.)

iR OLD STAKES STARTERS
ONE) BY SIRE ALPHABETICALLY
SCOTCH BANKER
JoLo Linda
Swanzey Holly
Luck’s Lovely Lass
Annie Franies
Lite Me’s Scotty
Bien Coquette
SKIPPER GENE MARX
C.B.’s Skipper
Amber Pace
SKIPPER GLENN
Holly Hock Emerald
Deerful
SKIPPER KNOX
Firecracker George
Maine Starskipper
B.J. Knox
Chinbro Knox DM
Chinbro Knox Bren
Chinbro Miniskip
Eunice
STEPHEN O
Stephennaa
O Precious Me
T.C.’s Anita
Glorious Steph
Stephanie Direct
Laser Throckmorton
TRUSTY DREAM
Trusty Wise Guy
Trusty Potentate
Trusty Kash
M.K.’s Dream
WATCHFUL
Hurricane Mike
Sweet Rosie O.
Hurricane Peach
Hurricane Jeffrey
Monies Expended Week One
R*OLD SUSTAINING LIST.
^ uth & Loring Norton of Falmouth is to
*«omas H. Webster Executive Director

1260
833
427
0
0
0
0
1913
132
1781
2208
1781
427
2427
1264
632
303
126
102
0
0
1878
285
178
178
0
1666
212
1332
1009
323
0
0
3109
1254
1029
626
200
$24,232

THREE YEAR OLD FILLY PACE
AMBER PA C E '(Skipper Gene Marx-Ransom Pace

TH REE Y EA R OLD COLT PACE
GAELIC ADMIRAL Nevele Pilot-Amy Lobell)
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New Hampshire Sire Stakes Results
THREE-YEAR-OLD TROTTERS
Purse $1,620
30.1 - 1:03 - 1:36.2 - 2:09
1. DARK ISLAND LAD (Blitzen-Derringer)
Elizabeth MacConnell
2. RIV-LEA SNOWFLAKE (Job-Snow Maiden)
Geo. & Eric Lawrence
3. RIGHT ON TARGET (Pride Hanover-Miss Bullseye)
Paul Wood
4. HONEY BLITZ (Blitzen-Sacred Honor)
Charles Johnston
TWO-YEAR-OLD TROTTERS
31.2 - 1:05 - 1:37.1 - 2:08.1
1. DIGBY (Coral Ridge-Salutotorian)
2. SONG GESTURE (Songman-Knights Kaehill)
3. SUE SU MAC (Most Happy Prince-Game Chick)
4. PLAIN STAR (Coral Ridge-Justaplain Jane)

Purse $2,160
Robert Milkey
Janet Faucher
William MacNamara
Ray & Peg Watson

THREE-YEAR-OLD FILLIES
Purse $2,475
31.1 - 1:04 - 1:37 - 2:08.1
1. AMY MAC (Most Happy Prince-Lehigh’s Alibi)
William McNamara
2. RIV-LEA POWER (Big Power-I’ll Cu Lator)
Arthur Streich
3. RIV-LEA STRIKE MI (Olympic Strike-Mia Giles) J. George & E. Gilman
4. RIV-LEA GEMINI (Coral Ridge-Shady Dale Aerian)
Richard Manion
THREE-YEAR-OLD COLTS
Purse $2,520
30. - 1:00.2 - 1:31.1 - 2:01.3
1. SCARLATTI (Coral Ridge-Scarlet Diamond)
Robert Milkey
2. SWANZEY PRINCE (Most Happy Prince-Penny B a n k ) M. & B. Goodell
3. RIV-LEA ROMA (Coral Ridge-Miss Italy)
Wallace Tefft
MR. SCOTTY MAC (Most Happy Prince-Game Chick) William McNamara

Hinsdale Oddities
HINSDALE, N.H. — Fans here
were recently treated to two very
unlikely-to-happen-oddities.
The first took place in the opening
race of the Tuesday, July 2nd.
program when that seven horse field
finished in exact post position order.
In
gambling
terminology
it
is known as “A Natural.” and it w as
accomplished when the one horse,
Disco Dan led the field home,
followed by the second horse, G.T.
Anna,hzhe three horse, Best of
E asy, the four horse, Tarport Jane
G., the five horse, Barb’s Princess,
the six horse Quak Grass, and the
secen horse, Noble Frolic.
The Hinsdale Raceway Mutuel
Department calculated the odds on
that happenstance to be 5,040 to 1,
but Harness Racing Manager Tom
Shehan recalled that when Scar-

borough Downs offered its “ PickThe Eighth” feature requiring the
winning fan to select the eight horses
in the eighth race in order that
Sports Editor Dick Charles of the
Biddeford-Saco Journal had the odds
on accomplishing it run up on that
paper’s computer and it cam e up as
a 42,000-to-l shot.
The second oddity took place in the
four horse tenth race of the card on
Saturday, July 6th. when the final
odds on the horse involved showed
up on the board as 5-2 on Soffice, who
finished third, 5-2 on Bobbie Marvel,
who finished fourth, 5-2 on Asterix,
and 6-5, on Marilyn Towner, the
winner of that event.
“ That’s the shortest board that I
can recall in my 50 years of racing,”
said Shehan calling attention to it.

Riskin's Ruminations

Hinsdale News
HINSDALE, N.H. — An apparaisal made at the half-way mark
of the meeting, with 30 per
form ances remaining of a 63 per
formance schedule, closing Sunday,
August 11th, Hinsdale Raceway
appears headed for a banner
m eeting with a daily average mutuel
handle for the first thirty-three
performances of $87,879 as com
pared to meeting-end round figure
daily average of $80,000 for the 1984
campaign. That represents, again in
round numbers, an increase of
$238,007, with the best yet to come,
including the second running of the
Hinsdale Sweepstakes Gold Cup,
offering a $50,000 plus purse on
Sunday, July 28th.
This is also the first year that
Hinsdale has benefitted from a
Simulcasting Program, legalized
during the recent session of the New
Hampshire
Legislature.
The
Belmont Stakes, final event of
thoroughbred
racing’s
“Triple
Crown,” was the first offering and
$10,300 was wagered through the
local wickets. Two sim ulcasts from
The Meadowlands, attracted $7,600
each, but the third event piped in
from that track, The New Jersey
Sire Stakes, took in excess of $13,000,
but two recalls and a late scratch
resulted in a refund, leaving the
local track with $12,000.
A number of other events will be
sim ulcast from The Meadowlands,
concluding with The Hambletonian
on Aug. 3rd, a Saturday, which will
also include the rest of the card
being offered from there during the
afternoon. Since The Hambletonian
is a two-out-of three heat event, the
program will get underway here at
Hinsdale early that afternoon and
will be followed by the regular
Hinsdale program, a very sim ilar
schedule to the Belmont Stakes
offering here, except that the post
tim e, which will be announced, will
be earlier than the Belmont Post
Time.
This year’s running of the
Sweepstakes $50,000 Plus Gold Cup
is programmed for Sunday, July
28th. Last year’s inaugural was
worth $28,000 and attracted a record
crowd which wagered $287,000. Such
outstandingly fast horses as George
S., Butler B.G., Wave One, and last
year’s winner, Waverly Nero, have
already accepted invitations and the
track record of 1:57.2 hung out by
Waverly appears in jeopardy. Other
top horses have been invited and are
scheduled to indicate their plans as
this is being written.
With an entirely new racing
department this year’s racing has
been very tightly supervised with
more than 75 rulings already posted.
Presiding
Judge
Chet
Boyle,
Associate Jess Coville, and State
Judge, Frank Osgood, have devoted
their attention to producing the best

racing possible.
For example, this year’s highly
competitive contest for the driving
title is reminiscent of the 1983
driving championship here which
was not decided until late on the
program of the last day of that
meeting. Bob LeFebvre of Swanzey,
N.H. wound up the champion that
year with 30 wins, but Bob
Naginewicz (29), Larry Garwood
(28), Robert Cross (28), Eddie
Gilman (26), Tom McNamara (26),
and Don Guidette, Jr. (23) all
eligible to win until the final decision
was reached, that day, haunted
LeFebvre right to the end.
Larry Garwood, who won both the
dash and UDS titles a year ago with
61 winners and a percentage of .413,
has been under a strong challenged
for the leadership this meeting and
is in front with 24 winners. His
closest rival is Irvin Mauran of
Westport, N.Y., with 21 winners, It is
of interest that both Garwood and
Mauran have large stables at their
command, in excess of 25 horses
each, but both also accept a lot of
catch-drives.
Three newcomers and three
veterans of previous Hinsdale
campaigns are challenging the
leaders, with newcomer Serge
Perras, who hails from Quebec, the
closes with 15 wins in 92 drives.
Veteran Tom McNamara is next in
line with 14. Dave Strong, who lists
Foxboro, Mass, as his residence, is
another new challenger, with 13.
Then comes the aforementioned Bob
LeFebvre with 12. Veteran Tom
Valeine of Hinsdale with ten, and
newcomer
Wendell
Blake
of
Saratoga Springs, N.Y. with nine to
his credit followed.
Six of LeFebvre’s wins were
scored while driving 19 races during
the week of July 2nd. thru July 7th.,
including a triple on Friday, July
5th. While Tom Valine has driven
here in past campaigns, he usually
confined himself to driving for Billy
Faucher, but Billy is doing most of
his own driving this year, and
Valine has been getting his share of
catch-drives, as his total of 64 starts
will indicate.
Training honors are also being
hotly contested among Tom St.
Dennis, the trainer of record for the
Mauran Stable, tied with Lou
Gasbarro, Jr. of Franklin, Mass, at
16. Larry Garwood is right behind
them with 14 to his credit, and
Robert Sewell has 8.
Tom McNamara leads the UDS
drivers with a percentage of .399.
The racing department has also
benefitted this year from the
presence of 460 horses in the 542 stall
barn area right from day one of the
race meeting, something not always
typical of Hinsdale meetings of the
past.

Plymouth Fair News

Horseman Recuperating
Visitations or cards are in order for Harry Coleman who sustained a broken hip
in a racing accident recently at Scarborough Downs and is facing a lengthy
recovery period. Addressr Maine Medical Center, Room 233. " f i
i ■■■■■■■■ . 1
i
Portland, Me. 04101 ■

Harness racing will be held at
Friday’s races will include a N.H.
Plymouth, N.H. State Fair Thurs., Sire Stake for 3 yr. old pacers also a
Aug. 22 and Fri., Aug. 23, 1985. Post N.H. sire stakes 3 yr. old trot race,
tim e for both days is 4 p.m.
For more information please
Among the races Thurs., Aug. 22 contact
H.
Perley
Harriman
will be an “ Old Times R ace.” This Laconia, N.H. 03246. Phone 1-603-524race will be for team sters who drove 4114 or Gordon Dubois Sr., at Hintheir first race and/or who won their sdale Raceway Hinsdale, N.H. 03451.
first race at Plymouth. There will be
Every race winner receives a
a Bucky Day Memorial Trot on cooler plus plaques for old tim ers
Thurs._____________________________ race and Bucky Day memorial trot.

buying a horse or taking a wife , shut yo u r eyes tight
and commend yourself to God.
- T u sc a n proverb
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Vernon Downs News
HARNES

RACKS
9* A M E R I C A , INC.

STANLEY F. BERGSTEIN
Executive Vice President
Sixteen years ago officials of the
Solvalla trotting track in Stockholm,
Sweden, asked HTA to assist in
acquiring two American trotters to
compete in the Elitlopp, or Elite
Race, which is the crowning glory of
the Swedish trotting season. Fresdh
Yankee and Grandpa Jim were
enlisted, the former winning the
Swedish classic and the latter
m issing it because of illness and
being replaced by Larengo Hanover.
The
Swedes,
enamored
of
American trotting blood and ac
complishment, were ecstatic over
the result, and redoubled their ef
forts to emulate the American
development of dominant trotting
techniques and fam ilies. In that
regard they were the Japanese of
the trotting world.
Today, 16 short years later,
Swedish drivers are winning con
sistently at the very top level of
A m erica’s classic trotting com 
petition, Swedish trainers are
having a profound effect on the way
American trotting horses will be
trained in the future, and a Swedishbred trotting horse, from American
bloodlines, now stands alone as the
undisputed king of trotters.
There can be little question, after
the mile and one-half and mile legs
of the Statue of Liberty Trot at the
Meadowlands, that the Swedishowned, trained and driven Meadow
Road is the finest trotter in the
world. He crushed the best that
France and the United States could

muster and set one world record and
one track record in doing it. He was
sired by a well-bred American ex
patriot — the raceway trotter
Madison Avenue — who was sold to
Sweden for $80,000 in 1976 after a
m odest career on American tracks.
Madison Avenue sired only eight
foals before dying on his way back to
Sweden after a race in Germany,
and he never sired a full crop of
trotters and never got to stand a full
breeding season. One of the eight
that he did sire, however — Meadow
Road — made believers , out of the
trotting world this week in New
Jersey. Meadow Road sold to his
present owners for $18,000 after one
start with no earnings, but after his
Meadowlands’ victories he now has
won $380,400 for a six-man Swedish
partnership headed by a 29-year-old
former national soccer star who is
now a practicing chiropractor.
Meadow Road’s domination of the
world’s best older trotters cam e just
two weeks after the Swedish-trained
and driven Master Willie won the
Yonkers Trot, first leg of trotting’s
Triple Crown for 3-year-olds. And
even the major trotting stake won by
an American horse — the $190,385
Colonial at Liberty Bell Park in
Philadelphia — was won by one with
a Swedish name: Piggvar, which is
Swedish turbot. Around American
harness
racing
tracks,
two
languages now are mandatory:
Canadian if you’re talking pacers,
Swedish if you’re talking trotters.

Meadow Road wins the 1985 Elitlopp for Sweden in 1:55.3 with Torbjorn Jansoon
aboard.
Recently he added the Statue of Liberty Trot as a career highlight

$135,000 Statue of Liberty Trot

HORSE
PP 1/4 y2 VA STR FIN
DRIVER
Meadow Road (Sweden) 1 3 3°°
1 1/5 1/3 T. Jansson
goo
Mon Tourbillon (France) 5 8°
3° 2/2 2/3 J.P. Viel
Toyota Moulin (Norway) 11 7 7 6°° 3/8 3/9% P. Ulven
3 5 4 9° 7/nk 4/71/4 J. Nordin
Sandy Bowl (U.S.)
Rosalind’s Guy (Finland) 12x 12 11°° 7° 8/Vz 5/ns V. Heiskanen
Scotch Notch (Australia) 7 6° 10° 10°° 9/11/2 6/1V4 G. Lang
Garland Lobell (Canada) 9 9° goo 5° 5/V2 7/ns R. Waples
Minou du Donjon (France) 6 1 1 8 10/dis 8/V2 O. Goop
8 4° 2° 4 4/hd 9/2 B.W. Takter
Ellizar H. (Denmark)
Manfred Hanover (U.S.) 10 11° 5°° 2° 6/nk 10/25 P. Rapone
Star Of Goldstar (Holland) 2 10 12 12 11/dis 11/dis G. DeJong
4 2° 8° x11 12/dis 12/dis W. O’Donnell
Babe Kosmos (U.S.)
Time— :28.2 :58.1 1:28.2 1:58(1 M) 2:28.1(1 V.) 2:57.3(1 Vs)
b h, 6 Madison Avenue-Francessa by Frances Nibs
Owned by Ola Rydstrand, Sweden
Trained by Torbjorn Jansson
» *
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ODDS
$3.20
3.60
65.50
*2.10
48.30
8.10
76.70
8.70
16.50
27.60
83.80
12.50

Lloyd Gilmour scored his 2,000th career victory recently at Vernon Downs with
Lady D. Marquis in 2:00.2, he has also won over $6 million in purses.

VERNON--Three drivers who are
among the current Top Ten leaders
at Vernon-Lloyd Gilmour, Gary
Gibson and Jay Sears--will handle
well-thought-of pacers in tonight’s
Independence Day feature at the
Downs.
Through last Saturday’s 69th
Vernon program, Gilmour was the
track’s dash-leader with 47 tallies,
while Gibson was situated seventh
on the sam e chart with 26 first-place
finishes. Each is a former race
winning champ here; Gilmour for

the years 1974 through ‘76, Gibson
for the seasons 1979 through 1981.
Sears, who- has never won a
Vernon driving title, was fourth on
the most recent percentage list, 68
points
behind
Jack
B ailey’s
pacesetting .368 “batting average.”
Gilmour, who recently achieved
his 2,000th career win at the Downs,
is scheduled to handle Barry Blue
Chip in the $3,5000 featured seventh
session on tonight’s nine-race
holiday card.

Vermont Breeders Update
The Vermont Breeders Stake
Board met on 20 June 1985 and
decided that, despite the failure of
the legislature to appropriate funds
for the Vermont Breeders Stake in
1985-86, we will pursue a racing
schedule this summer. Races will be
held on the following dates: July 4,
Manchester; August 28, E ssex
Junction;
Rutland
Fair
(not
determined to date).
The purses at Manchester shall
include $1,000 added money for 3year old events and $500 added
money for 2-year old events.
Declarations for Manchester close
at 1:00 PM on July 1st. Declarations
m ay be made by phone to Ed Hayes
(802-375-2770).
The total amount of purses at the
Champlain Valley Exposition in
E ssex Junction shall be ap
proximately $4,000. The Rutland
Fair situation is still open. Points
will be kept for the purpose of
determining eligibility for the New
England Sulky Championships.
The Board will make a concerted
effort to get the monies for the
Breeders Stake program back in
next year’s legislative budget. We
feel that the State could invest at

least the sums it takes from
parimutuel racing in
Rutland,
which amount to something over
$20,000, back into the industry. We
do hope, however, that we can get
the full $50,000.
There definitely will be Breeders
Stakes racing in 1986, 1987, and 1988.
To date there is a trust fund of ap
proxim ately $28,000, of which 1/3
will be raced for in 1986 by eligible
foals of 1984, with the remaining 2/3
being raced for in 1987 by 3-year olds
(foals of 1984). In addition, there is
approximately $11,000 set aside in
trust for eligible foals of 1985, 1/3 of
which will be raced for in 1987, with
2/3 being raced for by 3-year olds in
1988. Future appropriations will
expand these sums and also provide
for the continuation of the Breeders
Stakes.
This summer it is going to be of
utm ost importance when we go to
the legislature that we have shown a
true horsem en’s interest in the
Stakes by entering all eligible horses
in the races. Even if it may be in
convenient or in the short run less
profitable to race, the long run in
terest of all Vermont horsemen calls
for your participation this summer.

All Accounting Functions
Income Taxes
Syndications
We Specialize In Horse, Stable and Other Agricultural Enterprises
Call or Write
ttt

Hand Over Associates
P.O. Box 3

N. Monmouth, Maine 04265 Te. 207-933-4065
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Bishop" Foxboro Success

Williamsburg One teamed by Brace Ranger led the pack to the wire in the recent
Simon Bishop Memorial Pace Final at Foxboro Raceway. Happy owner, Tom
Foxboro racew ay’s premier event going wire-to-wire and capturing the
for three year old pacers, The Simon winner’s share of the $26,600 purse,
C. Bishop Memorial Pace, was won the largest offered to three year olds
on
Saturday,
July
6th,
by in New England. After unsuccessful
Jersey-bred
Williamsburg one with Bruce attempts in New
Ranger at the reins. The bay son of company at the Meadowlands,
Oil Burner took quick command Williamsburg One was sent to from his number two post position, Foxboro by owner Tom Gonsalves, a
competing as one half of a Peter nearby Chelmsford resident and
Blood-trained entry. Completing the real estate developer. The threeentry was Particular, driven by year old was staked to the bishop
series, and finished % of a length
Blood.
Sent off as the 1-2 favorite, behind Governor Charles in the first
Williamsburg one had little trouble leg. AIter skipping the second leg to

By CARL METCALF

Gonsalves accepts the trophy from Foxboro publicity man, Carl Metcalf as
friends and well wishers observe.
com pete in an open which h e won place finisher Governor Charles.
easily in wire-to-wire fashion, Mutuels returned $3.00, $.80, $2.20
Williamsburg One was clearly the for the entry and Governor Charles
horse to beat in the field of six. Also $2.20 to show.
in contention was the M assachusetts
The annual event is named in
sire stakes champion, Farbro Surf.
honor of the late Simon Bishop, a
The only challanger to Bruce long-time New England driver,
Fanger’s
perfect
trip
with breeder, and owner. Bishop once
Williamsburg One was Peter Blood served as director of the standwith Stablemare Particular, close at bardbred owner’s association of
the heels of the winner, who brought New England. Attendance for the
the last V4 home in :57.3 on the way Bishop was good, with 3431 on hand
to a 1:58.3 mile. Particular was who wagered $298,942.00 on a muggy
challenged down the stretch by third night.

Mass Sire Stakes At Foxboro
(Transferred From Young Meadow Farm)

Saturday, July 13, 1985 12:00 Noon
Two-Year-Old Trot
CAPTAIN HENRY (Magic Mirror Man)

Purse: $2,500
Time: 2:12

Two-Year-Old Filly Pace
LAVISH CANDY (Peanut Gallery)

Purse: $2,830
Time: 2:07.3

FANCY FESS (Fancy Sler)

Foxboro Raceway, Route 1, Foxboro, Ma 02035
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 558 Tel: (617) 543-5331

Racing Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday
Sunday evening 7:45 p.m.
FOXBORO

STAKES

Saturday, July 6th
Sunday, July 21st
Saturday, August 17th
Saturday, September 7th
Sunday, October 13th

PROGRAM

Simon Bishop Memorial
$25,000 Spirit of M assachusetts
Foxboro Freshm en Pace
Foxboro Freshm en Filly Pace
$50,000 Discovery Pace

Purse: $2,830
Time: 2:07.1

Two-Year-Old Colt Pace
KID BRYNO (David’s Boychik)

Purse: $2,730
Time: 2:04.5

Two-Year-Old Colt Pace
LARCENY (American Shadow)

Purse: $2,730
Time: 2:05.2

Three-Year-Old Trot
BYRBANKER (Overland Hanover)

Purse: $2,100
Time: 2:09.4

Three-Year-Old Filly Pace
DON’T LET IT END (Miles End Steve)

Purse: $2,460
Time: 2:03

Three-Year-Old Filly Pace
RAFFLE TICKET (Maxie Hanover)

Purse: $2,510
Time: 2:04

Three-Year-Old Colt Pace
FARBRO SYRF (American Shadow)

Purse: $2,360
Time: 2:06

Three-Year-Old Colt Pace
Purse: $2,360
GOOD KNIGHT JASON (Good Knight Sler)
Time: 2:06.2
Note: Many thanks to Foxboro Raceway and Peter Bundy, Acting Director Equine
Div. — Dept, of Agriculture for assistance in the transfer of stakes racing from Young
Meadow Farm to Foxboro Raceway.

BE WISE — ADVERTISE!
Contact Editor now to reserve advertising space fo r the
months ahead. Avoid last minute preparation!

Call: 207-282-9295
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MASSACHUSETTS SIRE STAKESEligible Two Year Olds 1985
HORSE
ANGELA’S BEN
A RICH KNIGHT
BABY JOHN
BAH BAH BRET
BARON SHARLU
BILL BAILEY
BOLD STREAKER
BRAZIL’S GAMBLER
BRAZIL’S SHADOW
CAPTAIN HENERY
CIN-AL SENATOR
CIRCLE’S GAMBLER
CORY’S NICK
DIMPLE DUKE
DONNYBROOK JIM
DONNYBROOK SAM
DR. BOWENS
DUTCHMAN’S OVER
LAND
EASTFIELD DAL
EASTFIELD PAUL
EASTFIELD RICHARD
ENSIGN SHARLU
EXPRESS POWER
FAIRTIME
FLIP TURN
GALLERY STAR
GORDIE’S DREAM LUV
GREGG’S CHARGER
GUVSON
HUNTIN STAR
JARB’S TIME
J.K. RASCAL
J.M. RECORDING

GAIT
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Trot
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Trot
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Trot
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace

COLTS
OWNER
JUD’S DELIVERY
KID BRUNO
Anthony Bellezza-So. Kearney, N.J.
Stephen & Mary Ellen Devincent-Norton KMS VA-GA
Mary & Mike Burns-Jamaica Plain, Ma. LA HOMBRE
LARCENY
Anthony Ryan-E. Douglas, Ma.
LEE’S MIGHTY DREAM
Sharlu Farms-Leverett, Ma.
LUXUY LEO
Howard Bailey-Haverhill. Ma.
MAROK IN ROB
Norman Letendre-Spencer, Ma.
MR. BARRETT
LeBlanc & Gilmore-Gardner, Ma.
MR. BIG
LeBlanc & Gilmore-Gardner, Ma.
John & Joseph Distefano-Greenfield, Ma MR. PRIZ BIZ
NINA’S BOY
W.A. Sutherland-Groton, Ma.
OVERLAND’S BIG BOSS
Kenneth Orr-Colchester, Ct.
OVERLAND NOTICE
Lloyd Ramsey-PEI, Canada
PETE’S PRIDE
R. Germinaro-E. Bridgewater, Ma.
P.C.V.
Donnybrook Farm-Norton, Ma.
POKO J
Donnybrook Farm-Norton, Ma.
RANT N RAVE
Sharlu Farms-Leverett, Ma.
RICHELIEU ORA
RIV-LEA CIRCUS
Jean Galvis-Northfield, Ma.
RIV-LEA GALAXY
Paul & Rosalie Vacca-Mansfield, Ma.
J. Deptrillo & Hal Stable, Franklin, Ma. ROCK HAVEN
ROMAN BREEZE
Robert Tisbert-Plainville, Ma.
ROMANOFF
E. Beals & H. Hewes-E. Windsor, Ct.
SHARP LEE NAPOLEON
C. Kuiznas-Westminster, Ma.
SLEEPY KNIGHT
Wilford Greenwood-Westford, Ma.
STAR OF HAN
Jane Gilbert-Nashua, N.H.
STEADY GOOSE
Paul Battis, Dover, N.H.
STORMY’S LUCK
Joseph Wanczyk-Hadley, Ma.
SWIFT WILLIAM
Alexander Savrin-Carlisle, Ma.
T.C.’s BRUNO
Forrest Tenney-Peterborough, N.H.
TREASURE POWER
Joseph Wanczyk-Hadley, Ma.
WHEELERS LIL DEMON
Thomas Jarboe-Southington, Ct.
WINDY LUCAS
Chet Klewiec-Mass.
WIN MITE WIN
Leon McGee-Wells, Maine

Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Trot
Pace
Pace
Trot
Trot
Pace
Pace
Pace
Trot
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Trot
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace
Pace

Jerald Wheeler-Pepperell. Ma.
Richard Olsen-Spencer, Ma.
Ralph Crispino-Plantsville, Ct.
Guy MJizo-Londonderry, N.H.
Michael McCusker-Westwood, Ma.
Joseph Wanczyk-Hadley, Ma.
Leo Clough-Dunstable, Ma.
Thomas Jarboe-Southington, Ct.
John Lynch- E. PeppereH, Ma.
P. Carson-Boston, Ma.
Robert Mcguire-Dracut, Ma.
Earle Gardner-Hanover, Ma.
Jean Galvis-Northfield, Ma.
Daniel Tuccillo-Prospect, Ct.
J.Carl Smith-Haverhill. Ma.
Dora Vincent-Greenfield, Ma.
Charles Johnston-Plantsville, Ct.
P. DiDonato & P. Blood-N. Reading, Ma.
Gary Mosher-New York
Wallace Teft-Epping, N.H.
Wallace Teft-Epping, N.H.
Volney Rockwell-Peru, Vt.
Elizabeth MacConnell-W. Brookfield, Ma.
Al Hill-Brooklyn, Ct.
A. Pineault-Winchendon, Ma.
A. Dufresne-Chelmsford, Ma.
Joseph Wanczyk-Hadley, Ma.
R. Latham & C. Ghiz-W. Roxbury, Ma.
R & N Young-Billerica, Ma.
Donnybrook Farm-Norton, Ma.
Wendell Hamilton-Hinsdale, N.H.
Vance Boyd-Springfield, Ma.
S. Wheeler & G. Burton-Hollis, N.H.
P. Lucas-Hampton, Ct.
Jean Galvis-Northfield, Ma.

FILLIES
AERIAN GAL
Pace Paul Battis-Dover, N.H.
Pace Ruel & Patricia Hall-Groton, Ma.
JOVIAL JESS
ANDY’S ANDI
Pace Roland Shepard-Millbury, Ma.
Trot Ruel & Patricia Hall-Groton, Ma.
KATE’S KIT
ANITA
Pace W. Corbin-A. Lader-Greenville, R.I.
KATHY B QUICK
Pace John Kemp-E. Pepperell. Ma.
BARLEY’S BABE
Pace Majorie Davis-Hinsdale, N.H.
Pace Ralph Crispino-Plantsville, Ct.
KMS JOY
BIG GIRL
Pace Linda Smith-No. Reading, Ma.
LAVISH CANDY
Pace Basil Kellis-Wells, Maine
BLITZEN’S BEAUTY
Trot Gerald McCall-Methuen, Ma.
LEADING QUEEN
Pace Andrew Card-Billerica, Ma.
BROOKLYN BEAUTY
Pace Joseph Lucibella-Brooklyn, Ct.
LITTLE OLD LADY
Pace James Kineen-Bedford, Ma.
B.S. DREAM MACHINE
Pace Joe Wanczyk-Hadley, Ma.
LYNELL CORY
Pace William Shea-Bondsville, Ma.
CANDICE CORY
Pace William Shea-Bondsville, Ma.
MAJESTIC VICKIE
Trot R. & B. Morrison-Essex Jet., Vt.
CLASSY IMAGE
Pace J. Michienzie-P. Borroni-Norwood, Ma. MILES END SISSY
Pace Joseph Marshall-Harrisville, R.I.
CORY’S GAL
Pace John & Joseph Kunkel-Webster, Ma.
MISS POTENTIAL
Pace Audrey Nelson-Haydenville, Ma.
CRANE HILL LUCILLE
Trot Donald & Andrie Guidette-Wilbraham, Ma. MISS PRESTON FELLA
Pace Alexander Savrin-Carlisle, Ma.
CRESCENT MOON LITE
Pace John Schram-Rockland, Ma.
NANCY’S GIRL
Pace Anthony Bellezza-New Jersey
D.G. WINDSWEEPER
Trot Russ Goodwin Sr.-Fitzwilliam, N.H.
NEFERTITI STAR
Pace Ray & Eileen Franklin-Plainville, Ma.
DONNYBROOK ROSE
Pace Donnybrook Farm-Norton, Ma.
Pace Bruce & Steve Cochran-Winchendon, Ma.
OCEAN BORN MARY
DONNYBROOK QUEEN
Pace Donnybrook Farm-Norton, Ma.
Trot Ernie Houle-Montague, Ma.
PARADE REST
EASTFIELD JOY
Pace Paul & Rosalie Vacca-Mansfield, Ma.
P.D. CUTE
Pace Mary McCarthy-W. Springfield, Ma.
EASTFIELD LADY
Pace Paul & Rosalie Vacca-Mansfield, Ma.
PERFECT SHARLU
Trot Sharlu Farms-Leverett, Ma.
ELM STREET AGNES
Pace Doanld & Andrie Guidette-Wilbraham, Ma. REALLY FANCY
Pace Roger Slobody-W. Brookfield, Ma.
FANCY FESS
Pace F. Guitarini-A&G Ducharme-Walpole, Ma. ROMAN BATTINA
Trot William Shea-Bondsville, Ma.
FANCY LIGHT
Pace Crescent Stables-Westfield, Ma.
SARA’S WILLOW
Pace B. Beals & H. Hewes-E. Windsor, Ct.
FLY FLY FAYE
Pace John & Joseph Distefano-Greenfield, Ma. SEA MILLIE
Pace Kevin O’Reilly-Newbury, Ma.
GLEN ABBEY
Pace John & Linda Connolly-Wrentham, Ma. STAR’S CURLY DREAM
Pace Joseph Wanczyk-Hadley, Ma.
GOOD N JOLLY
Pace George Story-Argyle, New York
STAY THE NIGHT
Pace F. Guitarini-A & C Ducharme-Walpole, Ma.
HANNAH BLAKE
Trot Albert Grass-Brattleboro, Vt.
WORDLY AFFAIRS
Pace Thaddeus Garb-Northampton, Ma.
HURRICANE ROBIN
Pace Harold McNiff-Pepperell. Ma.
ZEFF’S IMAGE
Pace William Aldrich-Greenfield, Ma.
J.B. KITTEN
Pace Marcel Boisse-Leominster, Ma.
Pace Cathy Trebino-Foxboro, Ma.
UNNAMED
☆
**☆ *☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ☆ ***☆ ☆ * * * * * * * * * a «-** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * a * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
1985 MASSACHUSETTS SIRES STAKES FAIR RACING SCHEDULE
Qualifying standards for the fall series at Foxboro Raceway To Be Announced.
STARTING ENTRIES POST
All Pari-mutuel racing is under the rules and regulations and conditions of the
DATE
LOCATION
FEE
CLOSE
USTA, Massachusetts Racing Commission and Foxboro management.
TIME
July 27 GROTON
$50.00
July 23
12:00
Qualifying Standards Non-Betting races
Aug. 10 SHARLU (Leverett)
$50.00
Aug. 6
12:00
2-Year-Old Trotters 2:15
20
3—Year-Old Trotters
Aug. 30 SPENCER
$50.00
12:00
Aug. 26
10
2-Year-Old Pacers 2:15
3-Year-Old Pacers
Sept. 6
GREENFIELD
$50.00
11:00
Sept. 3
........
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2500 Wins For Beckwith

By CARL METCALF

BERT BECKWITH

2.500 WINS

In photo: Bert Beckwith receives trophy, presented by Foxboro Publicity
Director Carl Metcalf, with an assist from Bert’s brother Willard. Handing a new

watch is Boston Herald racing columnist Ed Gray, whose known Bert for many
years, along with Bert’s wife.

nice colt named Amber Wil. Sent to
the gate as the odds-on favorite, Bert
had many a heart still as he lay fifth
the entire mile, an apparent loser.
As the field straightened off at the
head of the long stretch, Bert tilted
to the outside and began to pick off
the field one by one, including Ocala
Star Honey who had led the whole
m ile at the hands of Bert’s brother
Willard. Amber Wil was more than
gam e, seeming to know what the
victory would mean to Beckwith.

The crowd was on its feet as Amber likeable and friendly individual.
Wil drew away to win by two lengths Bert Beckwith has devoted his entire
in 2:02.1 fashion.
life to the Standardbred industry, as
Beckwith began his racing career has his brother Willard. As a trainer
at the age of seventeen and at
nineteen was named New England’s and driver, Beckwith has earned the
m ost improved driver by the local respect and good will from hor
chapter of the Harness Writers of sem en across New England. Fox
America. Beckwith has raced nearly boro Raceway management is more
19,000 official miles, and has led all than proud to have such a fine
drivers at Foxboro several tim es. horseman and talented driver
He has also topped the driver among its ranks. For his efforts,
standings
at
Hinsdale
and Bert received a Seiko chronograph
Rockingham over the years. A very watch and special trophy.

Bert Beckwith, 40, has joined the
elite of harness drivers by winning
his 2,500 career race at Foxboro
Raceway on July 11, 1985. Beckwith
had been within three victories of
this major milestone, but won only
two races in the fortnight preceeding
“The Big One.” The crowd was on a
“ Bert-Alert” when this likeable
horseman came within one race of
number 2,500. AIter finishing out of
the money in the second race, at
tention was shifted to the eighth race
where Beckwith was team ed with a

Broodmare Of The Month
By ANTHONY J. ALIBERTI
A simple listing of the colts from
Sixteen years ago Lisa Medium
beat Lynn Boot, Sail Ho, Jato and Lisa Medium reveals she was a
the rest of Maine’s Invitational quality producer of trotters, but a
trotters over Scarborough’s mile few years hence much more will be
track in 2:06. It was her lifetim e said.
This year three colts from her
mark, and validation of her
im m ediate family dropped into the
questionable pedigree.
In the breeding tom es Lisa Maine Stakes box. Sweet Rosie O, a
Medium is listed non-standard. Her Watchful daughter of Polly Flinders
second dam ’s breeding could not be won the first round of the Maine
properly verified. But after Lisa stakes in an effortless 2:14.4 win,
Medium’s own track performance while Race Me Richard, a Dean
and the success of her colts it is clear Gamble son of Mother Eve revealed
this Mighty Medium mare is all trot.
Lisa Medium was bred, raised, juvenile speed as well. Dizzy Dean, a
raced and owned nearly all her life pacing son of Dean Gamble-Lisa
by Dr. Anthony Dibiaso, an owner Medium was entered a few races
later in the pacing colt division.
intensely loyal to his stock.
Horses,
like
people,
are
After her racing days were over
she was sent to the cover of Ayres som etim es overlooked during their
and Speedy Count, Hanover’s second own lifetim e. Lisa Medium was all
trot, but did not receive just
team .
The resulting foals did not recognition. Her daughters hardly
disappoint. Riggedy Jig earned commanded attention, let alone top
$10,000 before he was sold to New sales prices. But now, into the third
York owners. But he was lost in a generation, these four m ares may
custody fight and never resumed his establish a maternal influence never
racing career. Auntie Teen took
tim e to develop, but in 1983, as a ten before seen in Maine. Two Ayres and
year old she moved to the top of two Speedy Count mares when bred
Maine’s classes, earning $17,000 in to the state’s growing list of trotting
the process. Sweet Lollipop was the stallions may well produce stakes
best in Maine, as a juvenile, and winners for a decade to come. Years
then tested New York waters. She later most top Maine trotters may
trotted in 2:05 and earned more than indeed trace to the matriarch of
$25,000. Polly Flinders, another them ali, Lisa Medium, a trotter
precocious juvenile trotted as well. whose owner maintained the faith,
Mother Eve was injured as a two Dr. Anthony DiBiaso, primary
author of the present success.
year old.
I m u s t n o t f o r g e t to th a n k th e d i f f i c u l t H orsed, w h o m a d e , m y life
m is e r a b le , b u t w h o w e r e b e t t e r te a c h e r s th a n th e w e ll-b e h a v e d sc h o o l
h o rse s w h o r a is e d n o p r o b le m s .
_
OIS P O D H A L S K Y

Third Generation
Peter Salley, of Monmouth, holds
H elen’s Lady and first foal (filly) by
Fernald Stock Farm ’s “ Royal
R eward.”
The foal is the third generation to
be raised by the Salley’s who had
Meadow Maisie the dam of: H elen’s
Lady, Phillis S. and Meadow’s
Choice.
Helen’s Lady is booked back to
Crysta’s Star 2, 1:59.4 (Speedy
Crown, Crysta Hanover) who stands
in New Jersey.

Tufts Vet School
And

Meadowbrook Farm
Thanks Those Who Bred To

C A V A L C A D E P.i:57.3
Sire Of 21 In 2:00 From 68 (30.8%)
OUTSTANDING PERFORMER
' t * ♦. > I V

,
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FAMOUS CADE (Cavalcade-Famette Hanover) 1:55.1
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Colic
ByLUBADROUIN
Cornell University

W e t Views
Colic is one of the most frustrating
situations that a horseowner faces.
But if the owner can recognize colic
before it becomes too severe and
acts promptly, he or she improves
the chances of a successful
recovery. The horse owner should
know how to approach and assess
the situation, and what to do when it
occurs.
What is colic? In its broadest
sense it is a catch all term for ab
dominal pain regardless of its cause.
Colic is usually associated with
stasis or obstruction to the flow of
blood through the intestine.
How should you approach the colic
situation? Be concerned, but do not
panic! Learn to recognize the signs
before the colic becomes too severe.
There are many different causes of
colic, and depending on the cause,
the signs may develop gradually or
suddenly. Some of the commonly
occurring signs include: 1) looking
at the flank, 2) pawing the ground, 3)
restlessness, 4) getting up and down,
5) refusing to eat, 6) passing manure
of abnormal quantity (usually less),
as well as abnormal quality (hard,
mucous covered, soft, sm elly, or
loose). Horses with severe colic
may: 1) roll and thrash violently, 2)
sweat profusely, 3) have an in
creased pulse, 4) congested mucous
membranes, and 6) distention of the
abdomen.
What should you do when a colic
does occur? First, call your
veterinarian. With prompt and
proper treatment most horses with
abdominal pain resolve the problem.
Until the veterinarian arrives,
assess the situation in order to
provide the veterinarian with the
most accurate information. Keep a
close watch on the horse. The
changes of symptoms that may
occur with time are of vital im 
portance to the veterinarian in order
to successfully diagnose the colic. To
help you assess the situation you can
take the horse’s pulse and evaluate
the mucous membrane color.
Mucous membrane color indicates
the blood flow through the vessels
and capillary refill time. The normal
color is pink. If the color is “ mud
dy” , dark red, or congested this is an
indication of shock and a decreased
circulating blood volume. To restore
this volume the anim al’s circulatory
system
responds
by
closing
precapillary
sphincters
to
peripheral tissues. Capillary refill
tim e can be examined by applying
^ light pressure for 1-2 seconds with
your thumb on the gums of the upper
incisors. Normal color should return
in less than 2 seconds. Prolonged
refill time is also indicates a
decreased circulating blood volume.
The heart rate is an important
param eter to evaluate. Elevations
in heart rate may be caused by pain,
dehydration, and shock. The easiest
place to take the horse’s pulse is at
the facial artery which runs under

the cheekbone. By placing three
fingers lightly over the vessel as it
runs along teh bottom of the cheek
bone, you should be able to feel the
throb of the artery. The normal
resting pulse of the horse is 36-48
beats per minute. A resting pulse of
over 50 is cause for concern. In some
colics the pulse may be in excess of
90. If you regularly take your horse’s
pulse, it will be much easier to do in
an em ergency situation.
You can determine the progress of
the colic by observing the commonly
occuring signs that indicate degree
of pain. A horse that initially
presents with mild intermittent pain
will show signs of uneasiness,
constantly shifting weight, and
getting up and down. This condition
m ay remain unchanged or it may
deteriorate over time to violent
rolling and thrashing. It is ex
trem ely important to observe the
progression of signs, especially in a
situation where the veterinarian is
not im m ediately available. The
veterinarian will rely on your ac
count of the sequence of events
preceding his/her arrival to help
evaluate the horse’s status.
You can also provide m inim al
supportive therapy, such as walking
the horse for 15-20 minute intervals.
A horse in severe pain may sweat
profusely. If it is cold out it is a good
idea to place a blanket over the
horse to preserve his body heat.
Wrap the horse’s legs to prevent him
from injuring himself. A painful
horse is not very responsive to his
environment, so be careful that you
don’t get hurt.
If the horse is uncontrollably
painful he may damage him self in a
confined space, such as a stall, by
casting or getting his legs caught
between stall boards. In such a
situation it may be wise to move him
outside to a grassy surface where he
can’t injure himself.
In
many
colic
situations
painkillers are helpful, but their use
should be left to the discretion of the
veterinarian.
Administering
painkillers can lull you into a false
sense of security by elim inating the
signs of pain but not the cause. The
horse’s condition may actually be
deteriorating without showing any
signs. Many colics take hours to
resolve or show any improvement
even after treatment by the
veterinarian. So you should be
prepared to watch these horses.
Some horses have recurring bouts
of colic. A regular de worming
program and proper m anagem ent
practices might help forestall these
bouts. If the horse has been treated
surgically, adhesions that form
during the healing process may
contribute to the recurrence of colic.
Colic can certainly be a dilem m a,
but the majority of the colics treated
have successful outcomes. You, the
owner, are a vital link in that suc
cessful outcome.

Monticello News
MONTICELLO
—
Monticello
Raceway will swing into its summ er
schedule beginning on Tuesday, July
2. During the months of July and
’August there will be. harness actipn
•« \ . .
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on Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday evenings as well as Sunday
afternoons.
Nightly posts will continue to be at
7:30 p.m. with Sunday m atinees at ♦
;l:30p.m . .

Billy And Vic — Classy Duo
By ROBERT LOWELL
There are few stick outs in the
horse business. One pair that did
was Vic Fleming and free-legged
pacer Billy Direct. Flem ing, who
was a native born Canadian from
Ontario was a fixture on the Grand
Circuit for years.
Flem ing possessed a mixture of
flam boyance and humility that set
him apart from the others. Flem ing,
who’s charm made him very
popular with the ladies, is described
by Billy Haughton as “tall and goodlooking.” Teddy Wing’s dad, Morris,
of Farmington, Maine says that Vic
Flem ing even in the twi-light of his
illustrious career was a “Mgh-class
m an.” Wing continues, “He was well
dressed with a straw hat.”
Flem ing perhaps first drew
national recognition with a top freefor-aller named Gratten Bars. That
horse is remembered by the old
tim ers as being sulky and can
tankerous. The story has it that
Flem ing raced the horse with a wire
kicking strap, but when it cam e to
racing, he could put away the best of
his day.
While Fleming is best rem em 
bered for Billy Direct, he with all
likelyhood would have been a Hall of
Fam er
without Billy.
Let’s
rem em ber that he had the world
champion double gaited mare
Calumet Evelyn, Miss Ontario and
The Widower to name but a few.
Calumet Evelyn set a new Maine
mark in 1936 for trotters recording a
two length win at Old Orchard in
2:01V4. Fleming drove the mare to a
straight heat victory with the
opening heat in 2:04. The fractions
for the record mile were :29, l:01Vfe,
1:32V2, and 2:0114.
For Maine owners Sullivan and
Mawhinney, Fleming raced Dusty
Hanover. Under Flem ing’s hands
Dusty stepped a mile in 1:59 % at
Goshen, becoming the second Maine
owned two minute pacer. The first
incidently was Laurel Hanover who

gained a record of 1:59V4 at
Lexington for driver Billy Crozier
and Sullivan & Mawhinney in the
mid 1930’s.
Later Fleming lowered D usty’s
record to 1:59 flat, sweeping three
straight heats at Lexington in 2:02V4,
1:59, and 2:01. Chief Counsel
finished second for Harry Fitz
patrick, Little Pat was third with
Charlie Lacey up, and Blackstone
fourth for Doc Parshall.
The purse for the three heats —
$ 1 , 000.

The grat pacer Billy Direct had
been trained in Maine by Bill Carney
for owner Nate Smith of Boston. As a
colt, Billy had raced with the hop
ples, but when he cam e into the
Fleing stable, the hopples stayed in
the trunk. Fleming instructed
caretaker Tom Curley not to put
them on again.
Billy was a horse who is
remembered as having curbs and
Flem ing once remarked that the
caretakers Ray Bickford from the
Carney stable and Curly, were in
strumental in the success of the
horse. Billy was the first of the 1:55
pacers, achieving the milestone in
1038 eclipsing the record of Dan
Patch of 1:55XA set in 1905.
Both horse and driver are en
shrined in the Hall of Fam e at
Goshen. The impact that each had
on racing is indelible. Time can ’t
erase class!
FLEMING TWO MINUTE
PERFORMERS
Gratten B ars...1:59^4
Dusty Hanover...l:59
Billy D irect...4,1:55
Calumet E velyn...4 ,1:59V2 (trot)
(Double-gaited
World Champion)...4 ,1:59V4 (pace)
Mr. M cElywyn...l:59t4 (trot)
E arl’s Moody Guy...2:00 (trot)
The Widower...3, 1:59Vb
Louie Gratten...2:00
Dillon H all...4, 2:00 (trot)
Follow U p...3,2:00^

SCARBOROUGH DOWNS
Plan To A ttend...

TH E M A IN E EV EN T
$5,000 P u rse — July 28th

The Scarborough Trot record fell on June 30th to the Swett-owned Stonegate Consort (Yankee Bambino-Lady About Town) when driven by Leigh Fitch.

A M eet O f R e co rd s
1985 has truly been a “ m eet of
records” here at the Downs, as no
fewer than four individual track
records have fallen. Undoubtedly
more will fall during the warm
summer months.
Heading this elite list is Stonegate
Consort, who broke his own record
for aged trotting horses and in the
process broke the track record for
trotters as well. Catch driven by
Leigh Fitch, Stonegate Consort
bested a field of trotters and pacers
combined in 2:01.4 back on June 30.
Stonegate Consort is owned by

Dana and Linda Swett of Presque
Isle.
The fillies and mares weekly
paces have provided the basis for
the record for aged m ares to be
broken not once but twice. Sharlu’s
Lady Star, driven by young
team ster Craig Lemieux, narrowly
edged Don Richards driving Crane
Hill Italia. The mile was paced in
2:00.3, besting Marza’s old record of
2:01.3. The next week, however, the
George Hall driven H.R. Counsel
paced Maine’s first sub-2:00 m ile for
a mare, winning in an unbelievable

1:59.2. Crane Hill Italia was again
second.
The speedy filly Generality easily
broke the track record for threeyear-old fillies by winning in 2:00.3
on June 8. Driven by Leigh Fitch the
daughter of General Star ousted
R ebecca Jean (2:01.4) from the
Scarborough recordbooks.
The final record to fall was the one
for aged pacing horses. The new and
old recordholders once held the all
tim e Maine records. The current
holder is The Andover Story via his
1:58.3 win on June 2. The previous

holder was My Bill Forwood who
triumphed in 1:58.4 for his first
President’s Pace win.
Undoubtedly more records will
fall during the remainder of the
meet. The records for the two-yearold trotters of all sexes appear
particularly vulnerable with the
increased speed in the Maine Stakes
program. And of course the all time
record of 1:57.3 co-held by Ideal
Wilso and Governor K.C. may go in
the 1985 President’s P ace—or
before.
By k . c . Johnson

Scarborough Statistics
Handles

C om pa riso n A v e ra g e W e e k ly P a rim u tu e l
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